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Night Sky Brings a Powerful Planetarium to Apple Vision Pro 

Night Sky, the popular stargazing app, comes to Apple Vision Pro, with the most 
powerful and immersive planetarium experience ever created!


Pull objects from the sky with your own hands, have personal tours of the sky around 
you, become the centre of the Solar System, and even land on the surface of other 
planets! Night Sky for Apple Vision Pro is the most dazzling experience of Night Sky 
ever created!


FEATURE SET: 

+ Fully Immersive Planetarium - Wrap yourself in a 360° view of Night Sky and deeply 
interact with it. Through interactive gestures on Apple Vision Pro, simply look towards 
celestial objects and tap to pull them from the sky, then use your hands to expand 
and explore them from every angle! Hold your hand up to the sky with your fingers 
extended, and swipe to powerfully rotate the entire sky around you to explore! 
Choose any location on Earth to experience the sky from that location, or any time in 
the past or future to view the sky at that time. Experience an array of light spectrums, 
and customize what you see, resulting in a powerful and immersive Planetarium for 
users.


+ Personally Generated Immersive Tours - Let Night Sky generate a voice guided 
tour tailored to the sky around you. Customize your tours length, the types of objects 
you’d like to see, and even if you’d like to manually find the objects or have them

automatically presented to you.


+ Editor Curated Immersive Tours (Night Sky +) - Not sure what to look for? Let our

very own Night Sky astronomers guide you to the most interesting views Night Sky has

to offer. There are dozens of Editor Tours to choose from, and they’re updated

regularly so you’ll always have something new to find!


+ Intricate Grand Orrery (Night Sky +) - Oversee the entire Solar System with our

beautiful Grand Orrery. Simply touch planets to move them, and see other planets and

moons move along their trajectories relative to each other. Choose any date in time to

view the location of the planets, or see the time update as you move them. With this

Mixed Immersion experience, place the entire Grand Orrery on your desk in front of 
you, or blow it up to fill your entire room and walk around the planets!


+ Land on Other Planets (Night Sky +) - Fancy an adventure? Then become Fully

Immersed with any planet in the Solar System, and view the stars and constellations




from its surface! Curious as to where things are from the surface of Mars? See Phobos

and Deimos up close! Or peer through the gas of Saturn or Jupiter to spot their moons.

Can you find Earth in the Night Sky?


+ Night Sky Museum (Night Sky +) - Get insight into humankind’s curiosity with Night 
Sky, and see beautiful models of astronomical artefacts throughout history. Expand 
them as big as you like and examine them up close. It’s an entire Museum right in 
front of you.


+ Space Exploration Timeline - Go back in time 60+ years and see humankind’s

advances in Space Exploration. As you travel through the timeline, see satellites

populate the Earth model as they are launched and get detailed data on each 
milestone

in history.


“Night Sky has arrived on the device it’s most suited to - Apple Vision Pro! Wrap the

entire Night Sky around you in this fully immersive, dazzling experience that is quite

literally out of this world! Pull the planets out of the sky with your own hands! once


you see it, you still won’t believe it! Welcome to our next frontier,

Night Sky for Apple Vision Pro.”


- Andy Weekes, Founder & Company Director, iCandi Apps.


iCandi Apps was founded as a hobby in 2008 by Andy Weekes, after he was inspired 
by the introduction of the App Store by Steve Jobs. Andy went from being a school 
teacher to creating one of the most successful reference apps in the world. Over the 
past 13 years the team has grown and made the most popular astronomy app in the 
world, having a reaching and meaningful impact on astronomy education around the 
globe.


Night Sky for Apple Vision Pro is available to download from the Apple Vision Pro App

Store in the United States beginning February 2nd -


https://itunes.apple.com/app/night-sky/id475772902?mt=8


MORE INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT NightSky.com


Screenshots available in the downloadable Press Kit at NightSky.com


